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SR to explore affordable housing options
City Council to seek novel
approaches, such as fee
deferment, to spur projects
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

Facing what many are calling
an affordable housing crisis,
the Santa Rosa City Council on
Tuesday instructed staff to explore a novel way to kick-start
low-income housing projects

Obama
backs off
ending
529 plans

by allowing developers to defer
millions of dollars in fees for up
to 16 years.
Council members expressed
support for the fee deferral on
the same night that dozens of
residents pleaded with them to
do something about people being forced out of their homes by
sharply increasing rents.
While significant questions
remain about the proposal’s legality, affordability and financial risks to the city, the council
nevertheless asked city staff to

Madera
Framing’s Luis
Camolinga,
left, and Cesar
Aleman work
Tuesday on
the 42-unit
affordable
housing
project called
Tierra Springs
in Santa Rosa.

explore the idea further and return with a proposal.
“Any way that we can create
more flexibility to allow us to
create more homes at all levels
of affordability is a good thing,”
Mayor John Sawyer said.
The idea was floated by the
Hugh Futrell Corp., which is
in the process of an ambitious
renovation of the former AT&T
building downtown. It is also trying to build a 141-unit building
for low-income seniors, a project

CRISTA JEREMIASON
The Press Democrat
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WILLITS BRIDGE COLLAPSE

Cleanup nearly finished

Abrupt shift on college
savings accounts comes after
lawmakers, parents cry foul
By JONATHAN WEISMAN
NEW YORK TI ME S

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / The Press Democrat

An excavator tears down the collapsed section of the Highway 101 viaduct Tuesday in Willits. Possible causes for the bridge’s collapse
last week include flaws in the framework design or the materials, according to Caltrans.

Caltrans expects debris removal to be completed this week,
but start date for reconstruction of 150-foot span still unclear
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WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama, facing angry
reprisals from parents and from
lawmakers of both parties, will
drop his proposal to end popular
college savings accounts known
as 529s, but will keep an expanded tuition tax credit at the center
of his college access plan, White
House officials said Tuesday.
The
decision came just
hours
after
House Speaker John Boehner of Ohio
demanded the
proposal
be
withdrawn
from the presBarack
ident’s
budObama
get, due out
President
Monday, “for
proposed the
change to college the sake of
savings accounts m i d d l e - c l a s s
during his State of families.” But
the Union address. the call for the
White
House
to relent also
came from top Democrats, including Reps. Nancy Pelosi of
California, the House minority
leader, and Chris Van Hollen of
Maryland, the ranking member
of the House Budget Committee.
Pelosi pressed the case to senior administration officials on
Air Force One as she flew with
the president from India to Saudi Arabia, according to Democratic aides familiar with the
discussions.
The move was an abrupt turn
for the president, who had made
the proposal during his State of
the Union address only a week
ago, a proposal he called part of
his pitch for “middle-class economics.”
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By GLENDA ANDERSON
TH E P R E SS DE M OC R AT

Steel clawed excavators on
Tuesday were chewing their
way through the splintered remains of framework from a section of the Highway 101 Willits
bypass that collapsed last week,
briefly trapping two men and
injuring at least three.
The wood, steel and concrete
debris is expected to be cleared
by week’s end but it’s uncertain
when work will begin to reconstruct the 150-foot span, said
Caltrans spokesman Phil Frisbie. Meanwhile, other work on
the viaduct and the rest of the
$275 million bypass is continu-

“It’s possible
we may never know
what occurred.”
PHIL FRISBIE,
spokesman for Caltrans

ing, he said.
Caltrans investigators have
yet to determine a cause for the
collapse, Frisbie said.
“It’s possible we may never
know what occurred,” he said.
Cal OSHA also is investigating the collapse because three
workers were seriously injured.
Agency officials say it could be
months before they have a re-

port on what went wrong and
who’s to blame. The workers’
employer, Flatiron West Inc.,
would not release the men’s
names or conditions.
Possible causes for the structure’s collapse could include
flaws in the design of the framework or the materials, Frisbie
said. Such flaws would not be
reflective of a larger problem
with the bridge’s design, Frisbie
said.
“This was not a bridge failure. This was a failure of the
temporary falsework,” he said.
The framework was designed
and built by Colorado-based
Flatiron West, a large-scale
TURN TO WILLITS, PAGE A5
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Mormon leaders back same-sex safeguards
By KURTIS LEE
LO S A NGE L E S TI M E S

Mormon Church leaders on Tuesday
voiced support for some housing and job
protections for gays and lesbians in Utah
and across the nation as long as the laws
protect the freedom of religious people
who in turn oppose such protections.
Some people welcomed the announcement, while others said it did not go far
enough.
In a news conference that included
three members of the governing Twelve
Apostles and one female church leader,
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints for the first time called for a “fairness for all” approach that balances
religious freedom with reasonable protections for lesbian, gay, bisexual and

transgender people.
The church has not changed its doctrine on same-sex marriage, namely that
marriage is between one man and one
woman.
“Accommodating the rights of all people — including their religious rights —
requires wisdom and judgment, compassion and fairness. Politically, it certainly
requires dedication to the highest level
of statesmanship,” Elder Jeffrey Holland
said in a statement.
Equality Utah, an advocacy group for
gays and lesbians, lauded the move.
“Many within the LGBT community
are themselves people of faith,” Equality
Utah Executive Director Troy Williams
said in a statement. “We look forward
soon to the day when all Utahns have the
TURN TO MORMON, PAGE A5

RICK BOWMER / Associated Press, 2014

People walk past the Salt Lake Temple in Salt Lake
City. Mormon leaders made an appeal Tuesday for
what they called a “balanced approach” in the
clash between gay rights and religious freedom.

